
It makes a big high gas barrier bag easier! 
 

You can do anouxious treatment for a big cultural 

asset instantly “ESCAL Gusset” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

・ Applicable for a frontage 2m plane bag. 

 

Features 

・ Realized higher barrier and soft to the touch than the current ESCAL by using special ceramic 

deposited PET. 

・ The inner layer is same as the current ESCAL. 

・ Your sealing machine for the current ESCAL is still usable. Bit lower temperature or sealing time is 

recommended 

 

○ESCAL Gusset (Large) 

Product code: HGA80018MA00 

Outer Dimension: 1,080mm×18m×G(500+500)mm 

Structure: Ceramic deposited Polyester12μm / PE(Low additive)100μm 

 

Inner width: 1,060mm

Gusset (Inner) 

:980mm 

Length: 18+2m 

Folded storage 

New! 



Usage 

 Preparation 

・ A ruler or alike, A cutter, A triangle square or alike, a glove( made of Kevlar® is recommended) and a 

mat (Protection of the floor) 

 

                             1. Pull out required length of the product 

                              Place a ruler square then cut. 

 

                             2. Adjust two corners.         6 

 

 

                                  10 

                                       3. Adjust 4 size and 

                                        Inside cone 

 

 

                             4. Tensile the bag and seal from outside to 

inside. Remain the center. Seal another 

                              side. 

5. Re-tensile the bag and seal center. 6. Axial seal at the gaps, the place between 4 films and 2 films. 

7. Complete a hermetic bottom. Put a target object and required number of RP Agent. 

8. Seal up bag mouth according to the provedure 2 to 6. 

9. Cut off the corner and release excess volume of air and then reseal. 

 ※After working RP system properly, the volume will be degrease 20%. Please watch pressure to the 

target objects 

 

・Plane bag 

 

 

 Spread gusset to make a big plane bag. When do it so, please fold one side then start to seal. Otherwise 

improper seal will be made because of strain. 

 

＜Important Notice＞ 

・ Keep away from children. It is your responsibility. Because this product is NOT consumer use. 

・ A little scratch, fold, twinkle and etc, such appearance problem is not claimed. This product has 

surplus 2m. If you find unacceptable appearance more than 2m, please ask your distributor with the 

product. 

 

Manufacturer 

MITUSBISHI GAS CHEMICAL CO., INC. Oxygen Absorbers Division 

Mitsubishi BLDG 6F, 5-2, Marunouchi 2-Chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-8324 Japan 

TEL: +81-3-3283-5167 URL: http://www.mgc.co.jp/rp/ 

Important: Square and

Straight line 

Watch your 

fingers when cut 

Do not start sealing from here! 

Shift sealed area as shown. 

MGC RP system 


